
Impact of the Intolerable Acts 

- Parliament's passage of the Intolerable Acts in 1774 intensified the conflict between the colonies & Great Britain 

- In the next two years, many Americans reached the conclusion that the only solution to their quarrel with the British 

government was to sever all ties with it 

- How did events from 1774 to 1776 lead to this revolutionary outcome? 

 

 

 The First Continental Congress 

- The Intolerable Acts drove all the colonies except Georgia to send delegates to a convention in Philadelphia in Sept. 1774 

- The purpose of the convention was to determine how the colonies should react to their reduced rights & liberties 

- At this time in 1774, most Americans had no desire for independence 

- They wanted to protest intrusions on their rights & restore the relationship with Brit. they had before the French & Indian War 

 

 

 Delegates to the First Continental Congress 

- The delegates were a diverse group, whose views about the crisis ranged from radical to conservative 

- Leading the radical faction demanding the most concessions from Britain were Patrick Henry, Samuel Adams & John Adams 

- The moderates included George Washington of Virginia and John Dickinson of Pennsylvania 

- Conservative delegates who favored a mild statement of protest included John Jay of New York & Joseph Galloway of Penn. 

- Unrepresented was the viewpoint of loyal colonists, who would not challenge the king's government in any way 

 

 

 Actions of the Congress 

- Delegates voted on measures intending to change British policy without offending moderate & conservatives in the colonies 

- Joseph Galloway proposed a plan, similar to Ben Franklin's Albany Plan of 1754 that would have reordered relations with 

Parliament and formed a union of the colonies within the British Empire 

- By only one vote, Galloway's plan failed to pass 

 

 

 Measures that were adopted by the First Continental Congress 

1. Originally enacted in Massachusetts, the "Suffolk Resolves" rejected the Intolerable Acts & called for its immediate removal 

- The "Suffolk Resolves" urged colonies to resist the Intolerable Acts by making military preparations & applying economic 

sanctions (a boycott) against Great Britain 

2. Backed by moderate delegates, the Declaration of Rights and Grievances was a petition to the king urging him to redress 

(make right) colonial grievances & restore colonial rights. 

- In a conciliatory gesture, the document recognized Parliament's authority to regulate commerce 

3. A third measure, the Association, urged the creation of committees in every town to enforce economic sanctions of the 

Suffolk Resolves 

4. If colonial rights were not recognized, a final measure called for the meeting of a second congress in May 1775 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


